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Despite the fact that Shostakovich “hated and despised” 
the Communist Party, he had been obliged to sign up. 
Certainly he was sufficiently disgusted with his actions, 
that he appears to have intended the Eighth Quartet 
(entitled Chamber Symphony afterwards) as his musical 
suicide note. As a result it is full of autobiographical 
references, including quotations from his previous works 
and the four-note melody D – E flat – C – B (which, in 
German notation, spells out an abbreviated form of Dmitri 
Shostakovich’s name – DSCH).

The Soviet state under which Shostakovich lived 
for virtually his entire life was utterly intolerant 
of those who criticised in any form its policies or 
personalities. As he grew older, so Shostakovich 
began to find more and more at fault with the political 
system at home, but prevented from voicing his 
thoughts even in private, he developed a technique of 
incorporating “coded messages” into his music which 
have only really begun to be disseminated since his 
death.  Possibly no work included so many of those 
“hidden messages” as the eighth of his 15 string 
quartets, which was subsequently orchestrated by 
Rudolf Barshai (1924-2010), founder of the Moscow 
Chamber Orchestra. Shostakovich thoroughly 
approved of Barshai’s work and even went so far as to 
suggest the title, Chamber Symphony.

In 1960 the Soviet government sent Shostakovich to 
Dresden to find ideas for some music to accompany 
a propaganda film about the slaughter of innocent 
civilians in the British fire-bombing of the city in 
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1945. So moved was Shostakovich by what he saw 
that, instead, he composed a string quartet which he 
dedicated “to the memory of victims of fascism and 
war”. It is generally accepted now that Shostakovich 
was also expressing his hatred for the Stalinist regime.

That same year he had joined the Communist Party; 
as Lev Lebedinsky (Shostakovich’s biographer) 
suggested, despite the fact that Shostakovich “hated 
and despised” the Party, he had been obliged to sign 
up after being plied with alcohol and effectively forced 
into a trap by party officials. Certainly Shostakovich 
was sufficiently disgusted with his actions, that he 
contemplated suicide and appears to have intended 
the Eighth Quartet as his musical suicide note. As 
a result it is full of autobiographical references, 
including quotations from his previous works, 
including the First Cello Concerto, the First, Fifth and 
Tenth Symphonies, and the opera Lady Macbeth of the 
Mtsensk District, as well as the four-note melody 
D – E flat – C – B (which, in German notation, spells out 
an abbreviated form of Dmitri Shostakovich’s name – 
DSCH).

The DSCH motiv both opens and closes the work, 
and appears in several of the inner movements. The 
second movement is a frenzied toccata culminating in 
a hysterical statement of the Hebrew-inspired theme 
from the third movement of his second Piano Trio, 
while the fourth movement is a mocking view of what 
was allegedly Lenin’s favourite song, You Perished from 
the Hardships of Prison.

BY DR MARC ROCHESTER

INSTRUMENTATION
Strings
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Mozart’s Gran Partita is certainly one of the most 
extensive, comprising seven large-scale movements 
with a slow introduction to the first and two trios 
added to both of the Minuet movements. Uniquely it 
also calls for 13 instruments with two pairs of horns 
in different keys to add greater colour and range to 
the work.

A far cry from the “hidden messages” of Shostakovich, 
the Gran Partita is music to be taken at face value, 
designed specifically to attract the attention of those 
who governed the society in which Mozart lived. In 
that society – the Vienna of the 1780s – wind music 
was considered something slightly vulgar, belonging 
to the tavern or the military parade-ground, and 
certainly not usually intended as the sort of thing 
cultured people liked to hear in polite company. 
But when Mozart learnt that Prince Schwarzenberg 
was planning to form his own wind ensemble in 
Vienna, he quickly composed a wind sextet in the 
hope of persuading the Prince to employ him as 
court musician. That was in November 1781, but 
when he eventually took it to Vienna the following 
April he discovered that the Prince had actually 
created a wind band of eight players (comprising 
pairs of oboes, clarinets, horns and bassoons) so his 
Sextet was hurriedly converted to an Octet. Even 
then Mozart wasn’t able to impress the Prince who 
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preferred his wind ensemble (known as a Harmonie) 
to play arrangements of music from operas rather 
than original compositions (known, obviously, as 
Harmoniemusik) so Mozart never did become the 
Prince’s court composer. However among the spate 
of Harmoniemusik Mozart composed during 1781 and 
1782 was one work of absolute genius, the Serenade 
in B flat major known as the Gran Partita.

In the words of one commentator, the Gran Partita is 
“the finest piece of Harmoniemusik ever written”. It is 
certainly one of the most extensive, comprising seven 
large-scale movements with a slow introduction to 
the first and two trios added to both of the Minuet 
movements. Uniquely it also calls for 13 instruments 
with two pairs of horns in different keys to add greater 
colour and range to the work. At first sight it might 
seem odd that one of the instruments is not a wind 
instrument at all, but there was no wind instrument 
available to provide a deep bass line when Mozart 
composed the work so he was obliged to call a single 
double bass into service. Interestingly in 1785 a 
certain Theodor Lotz arrived in Vienna bringing with 
him his new invention, the contra-bassoon, which 
Mozart would in all likelihood have used in place of 
the double-bass had it been available to him at the 
time.

Although the title Gran Partita is found at the head 
of the original manuscript of the work, it is not 
written in Mozart’s handwriting and appears to have 
been added at a later date. In fact the actual date 
of the work’s composition is shrouded in mystery. 
Mozart himself made no mention of when or where 
he completed the Serenade (although there is a 
reference to his having considered writing such a 
work in late 1780), but a scientific analysis of the 
paper and ink used for Mozart’s original manuscript 
undertaken in 1987 shows it to date from either 
1781 or 1782. Similarly there is no firm evidence of 
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a performance before 23rd March 1784 when part 
of the work was played at a benefit concert for the 
clarinettist Anton Stadler in Vienna’s Burgtheater 
(although, again, there are some indications that 
it was played at his own wedding on 4th August 
1782), but there is evidence that from the start it was 
regarded as a genuine masterpiece: a member of the 
audience at the Stadler benefit concert wrote, “I have 
heard a piece for wind instruments by Herr Mozart 
today. Magnificent! It employed 13 instruments and 
playing every instrument was a master. The effect 
was grand and magnificent beyond description.”

The lively, snappy main theme of the first movement 
combines gaiety with a certain elegance, and 
comes after a stately introduction in which all the 
instruments combine to create a decidedly robust 
sound. 

The second movement is the first of the two Minuets 
in the work and comprises a long-breathed passage 
with the clarinet often taking centre stage while its 
two associated trios feature a delightful quartet for 
the clarinets and a sprightly figure for oboe above a 
dancing bassoon. 

A solemn unison idea opens the third movement in 
which oboes and clarinets intertwine in music of great 
lyrical beauty. 

The fourth movement is a more sprightly Minuet 
than the first with a dramatic first Trio countered by 
a second which would not sound out of place on the 
fairground. 
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Both the fifth movement and the sixth movement 
are almost self-contained works in their own right, 
the former in the three sections, the outer ones full 
of poised solo and ensemble passages framing a 
delightfully bubbly romp, the latter a set of variations 
on the enchanting theme given out at the start of the 
movement by the clarinet. 

The main theme of the seventh movement is a brisk 
idea making almost tiresome use of a simple two-note 
figure. Not in itself Mozart at his best, but the inte
rvening episodes reveal masterly handling of this 
unusual but far from unlucky 13-member ensemble.

BY DR MARC ROCHESTER

INSTRUMENTATION
Two oboes, two clarinets, two 
bassoons, four horns, two basset 
horns and double bass.
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Amsterdam-born Jaap van Zweden is one of 
today’s most sought-after conductors. Named 
Musical America’s Conductor of the Year for 2012, 
he has been Music Director of the Hong Kong 
Philharmonic Orchestra since last season. Maestro 
van Zweden is currently Music Director of the Dallas 
Symphony Orchestra, Honorary Chief Conductor 
of the Netherlands Radio Philharmonic Orchestra 
and Honorary Conductor of the Radio Chamber 
Philharmonic. 

Prestigious orchestras with which he works regularly 
include the Chicago Symphony, the Boston Symphony, 
the New York, Munich and London philharmonics and 
the Orchestre National de France. Opera also plays an 
important part in his activities. His repertoire includes 
La Traviata, Fidelio, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, 
Parsifal and Vanessa.

He has recorded the complete Beethoven 
symphonies, Shostakovich Symphony no. 5, Mahler’s 
Symphony no. 5 (recorded live at his London 
Philharmonic début), Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring and 
the Brahms symphonies with the Netherlands Radio 
Philharmonic, with whom he has recently completed 
a cycle of Bruckner symphonies, to great critical 
acclaim.

In 1997, Maestro van Zweden and his wife Aaltje 
established the Papageno Foundation, its objective 
being to support families with one or more children 
with autism.
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The Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra is a vital 
part of Hong Kong’s cultural life, as the city’s largest 
and busiest musical organisation. In 2013/14 the HK 
Phil celebrates its 40th professional season, but its 
roots are well over a century old. The HK Phil has 
now evolved to become an orchestral powerhouse in 
the region, and an acclaimed cultural centrepiece of 
Asia’s World City. 

The HK Phil is formed on the belief that a great city 
deserves a great orchestra. Annually it presents over 
150 concerts for 200,000 music lovers. Featuring 
an enviable roster of international conductors and 
soloists, the HK Phil performs a broad variety of 
music, with many concerts presented free, among 
them the annual Swire Symphony Under The Stars. 
Through its acclaimed education programme, over 
40,000 young people learned about orchestral music 
last year. 
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The Swire Group Charitable Trust has been the 
Principal Patron of the HK Phil since 2006. Swire’s 
enlightened support, the most generous in the 
orchestra’s history, continues to enable the orchestra 
to reach towards high artistic goals. 

The HK Phil’s members come from every corner of the 
globe, joining its strong core of Hong Kong musicians. 
In September 2012, Jaap van Zweden became the 
orchestra’s Music Director. Future years will see 
an ambitious series of new projects, with major 
international tours, renewed local partnerships, and 
large-scale concert events. The HK Phil has recently 
commenced a multi-CD recording project for Naxos, 
featuring works by Chinese composers.

The Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra is financially supported by the Government of 
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

SWIRE is the Principal Patron of the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra

The Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra is a Venue Partner of the Hong Kong Cultural Centre

Critical Acclaim from the HK Phil’s tour to Mainland China in March 2014

“no doubt one of Asia’s best”  Wang Jiyan, renowned critic
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